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Abstract: A team of biologists, engineers, and cognitive scientists has been working 
together for the past five years, teaching an upper level undergraduate course in 
biologically inspired design where half the class of forty students are biologists and 
other physical scientists and the other half are engineers (mechanical, materials, 
industrial, others).  From this experience, we provide insights on how to teach students 
to evaluate biological systems for their potential in engineering design. We have found 
that at first, students are not familiar with developing their own question since, in most 
engineering design classes, the problem is prescribed along with clients who would like 
to have them solved. In our class, we challenge the students with defining a significant 
problem. The students with common challenges then are placed together in an 
interdisciplinary team with at least one biologist and one engineer. A detailed problem 
decomposition follows, identifying the hierarchy of systems and clearly specifying 
functions. This is essential for the next step of analogical reasoning. Analogical 
reasoning as applied to BID is a process of matching biological functions to engineered 
functions and transferring functions and mechanisms from biology to engineering. For 
each desired function, students may ask: what mechanisms does nature use for achieving 
the function? This question guides the exploration of the wealth of knowledge in biology 
by asking them to clearly define the function of interest, then search for natural 
processes that perform this function. To expand on this search space, the students next 
make a list of the same function performed by other organisms for a comparative 
analysis to deepen their understanding and extract key biological principles. Students 
then invert the function and identify keywords to search. They also must refer to general 
biology books to identify key organisms that perform the function the best (and hence 
are included in textbooks).  Using databases, such as the Web of Science functions, they 
can try to select the ‘best’ articles. If one is lucky, a single biological system may serve 
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as a near perfect match to lead to a successful BID. However, some of the most 
innovative designs are built from more than one biological system, something that 
evolution cannot always do. We call these compound analogies. At this point, the design 
iteration can take on a different approach, namely solution based rather than problem 
based. Here, the team takes a natural system and asks, how can this biological principle 
improve an engineered design or function. These twin processes: solution vs 
problem-based approaches both have led to innovative and creative design concepts in 
this interdisciplinary class.  

       Key words:  Biological systems; engineering design; interdisciplinary class 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
When Sir Georg Maestral removed the burrs from his dog’s fur which inspired the invention of Velcro, did 
he know how pervasive his invention would become?  Kids now don’t need to learn how to tie their shoes 
because of Velcro fasteners, and arthritic hands can easily attach clothing without managing with buttons, 
zippers and hooks. Yet it took 50 years (Maestral’s patent was filed in 1951) before scientists took another 
leap in the field of biomaterials, specifically bioadhesives, to transfer the principle by which geckos adhere 
to surfaces to ‘stickybo,  gecko tape, and its offspring (Autumn et al. 2000, Full et al. 2004: US Patent No. 
6,737,160.).  

As we catch this intensifying wave of interest in biologically inspired design (Bonser & Vincent 2007), 
designers in all fields seek methods that have proven useful in selecting the biological system with the 
potential to change the world. Convergent evolution, where organisms from completely different lineages 
arrive at the same solution to similar conditions is one means to identify key biological mechanisms that 
may be useful for engineered design. Many different lineages of organisms all evolved the ability to stick to 
surfaces using van der Waals forces and this principle has prompted today’s research on bioadhesives. It 
may be most useful to start with these solutions when translating them into engineered designs. The 
biological principle of self cleaning of the Lotus plant has led to over 200 patents. What are other successful 
BIDs?  Why are they successful? We propose that it is the process that enhances the product. In this paper, 
we would like to share how the synergy between biologists, engineers and cognitive scientists has defined a 
process that may be useful for interdisciplinary research and education where BID serves as an excellent 
means toward this transformative effort. 

  

ANALOGY EXERCISES 
  
As alluded to in our companion paper (Weissburg, Tovey & Yen 2010), in practice, BID is a technique for 
complex problem solving using analogical design.  Novel designs in one domain (engineering, architecture, 
etc.) are created by drawing upon solutions and patterns in the different domain of [e.g. biology; Bar-Cohen, 
2006; Benyus, 1997]. Recent research on design, especially creative design, has explored the use of 
analogies in proposing solutions to design problems in the conceptual phase of the design process [e.g., 
Qian & Gero, 1996; Goel, 1997; Goel & Bhatta, 2004; Casakin & Goldschmidt, 1999; Gross & Do, 1995; 
Mostow, 1989; Hey et al. 2008; Davies et al., 2009]. Recognition of BID as a process of analogical transfer 
also has led to a few cognitive studies  (Mak & Shu 2008; Linsey et al. 2008) as well as computational tools 
for supporting biologically inspired design [Chiu & Shu 2005, 2007; Chakrabarti et al., 2005; Sarkar & 
Chakrabarti 2008; Vattam et al. 2010b; Bruck at al. 2007]. However, BID remains cognitively challenging 
despite the advancement of relevant theories and supporting tools.  Here, we present the results of five 
iterations of teaching a semester-long course by a team of biologists, engineers and cognitive scientists. 
They have been working together, team-teaching an upper level undergraduate course in biologically 
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inspired design where half the class of forty students are biologists and other physical scientists and the 
other half are engineers (mechanical, materials, industrial, others).  Our first iterations of the BID course 
implicitly incorporated many ideas and techniques of analogical reasoning. However, over the last few 
years we have made several empirical findings about analogical reasoning in BID [e.g., Helms et al., 2008, 
2009; Vattam et al., 2007, 2009, 2010a]. We then analyzed these findings from the perspectives of design 
theory and design cognition, and identified several patterns of content and process of analogies in BID, e.g., 
problem-driven and solution-based processes of BID [Helms et al. 2008, 2009; Vattam et al. 2010a], and 
compound analogy [Helms et al., 2009; Vattam et al., 2010a]. Over time, we explicitly included these 
content and process accounts into our teaching. From this experience, we provide insights on how to teach 
students to evaluate biological systems for their potential in engineering design.   

 

SEARCH STRATEGIES 
 
Our class is comprised of undergraduates in engineering and biology who have not taken classes together 
before and therefore may have difficulties communicating to each other (Fig. 1).  

 
Figure 1 

 
To begin the process of breaking down barriers of communication between disciplines, we chose to 

form interdisciplinary design teams of engineers and biologists where the complementary skills of both 
engineers and biologists can be taken advantage of. When the divide between these disciplines narrows and 
a common knowledge base is formed where principles are recognized, an effective efficient search strategy 
needs to be practiced to deepen an understanding and facilitate the ability to articulate these principles. 
Currently, we ask the students to search the biological literature, using keywords. Three approaches are 
used to obtain keywords: functional indexing, inverted function, and model systems. 

We have found that in general the larger number of function matches, the better is the final design. This 
requires a shared, interdisciplinary language, and we provide the structure-behavior-function (SBF) 
language to serve as the communication link between unlikely disciplines. Once the students learn how to 
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use the SBF language (Goel & Stroulia 1996; Prabhakar & Goel 1998; Goel, Rugaber & Vattam 2009), 
both biological and mechanical functions become clearer and the analogies can be more easily made.   

Case Study: 
To explain how we use these approaches, we present an example from our 2009 class where one of our 
challenges was to understand how nature conserves water, the essence of life. By selecting an issue of 
topical interest globally, students immediately were engaged in a design that matters. Motivation was 
spurred with statements backed by data such as these:  

1. Of the 6 billion people on earth, 1.1 billion do not have access to safe, clean drinking water. 
(www.charitywater.org)  

2.  The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency currently does not regulate 51 known water 
contaminants. (www.foodandwaterwatch.org)  

3. While the average American uses 150 gallons of water per day, those in developing countries 
cannot find five. (www.charitywater.org)  

4. The water and sanitation crisis claims more lives through disease than any war claims through 
guns. (www.water.org)  

5. According to the National Resources Defense Council, in a scientific study in which more than 
1,000 bottles of 103 brands of water were tested, about one-third of the bottles contained synthetic 
organic chemicals, bacteria, and arsenic. (www.nrdc.org)  

6.  Water is a $400 billion dollar global industry; the third largest behind electricity and oil. CBS 
News, FLOW.  

7. There are estimates that from five hundred thousand to seven million people get sick per year from 
drinking tap water. Erik Olson, Deputy Staff Director of Barbara Boxer’s Environmental and 
Public Works Committee (EPW), FLOW.  

8. California’s water supply is running out – it has about 20 years of water left in the state. Maude 
Barlow, author of Blue Covenant and co-author of Blue Gold, National Chairperson of the 
Council of Canadians, FLOW.  

9. There are over 116,000 human-made chemicals that are finding their way into public water supply 
systems. William Marks, author of Water Voices from Around the World, FLOW.  

10. In Bolivia nearly one out of every ten children will die before the age of five. Most of those deaths 
are related to illnesses that come from a lack of clean drinking water. Jim Schultz, founder of the 
Democracy Center in Bolivia, FLOW.  

11. The cost per person per year for having 10 liters of safe drinking water every day is just $2 USD. 
Ashok Gadgil, Senior Staff Scientist in the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, FLOW . 

The class voted on student-suggested topics to identify key issues of common interest to the majority of 
the class (Fig 2).  

 
Figure 2:  The size of the bubble corresponds to the #votes given by the class for a particular concept 

presented by one of their classmates that addressed the challenge of water conservation 
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To search the databases, we constructed the following table to identify keywords. Keywords were 
identified by function, by inverting the function, or by going to a general biology text or ‘google’ search for 
model organisms that have adapted well to certain environments subject to extremes in water availability. 
 

Table 1:  Sample search criteria to retrieve information from databases that address the challenge: 
how does nature conserves water. The specific challenge was simply described as: “water scarcity” 

 
 

Working with the class, we noted that a good problem definition is difficult. Because problem 
statements were generally vague, we recommended that the class perform an ethnographic analysis and 
consider who was involved and what their constraints were. To sharpen the definition of the problem, 
students needed to state what function their design would provide under what conditions and environmental 
constraints as well as determine when the device could be deployed. Because many problem statements 
assumed a solution, we asked them to carefully consider the mechanism and materials needed for a feasible 
design. We concluded the lesson with a description of different angles on looking to nature for design 
inspiration.  

Bio-utilization takes the actual natural system and places them in a situation to target a specific problem 
and thus maximizes the benefit of their natural function. Copying can be done on a macroscopic level, but it 
is unlikely to use the principles of nature at the microscopic level. Instead, learning from nature and 
applying principles releases us from structural constraints to focus on achieving functional fidelity that can 
be useful in many more designs. 

 

PROBLEM DECOMPOSITION 
 
Once students attain a deeper understanding of the biological principles from reading the primary literature, 
they are ready for the process of translation from biology to engineering. This requires both problem 
decomposition and analogical reasoning. For problem decomposition, the designer iteratively decomposes 
the presented problem into sub-problems to create a problem hierarchy. Assuming that the problem is 
decomposed along functional lines (other decompositions are possible), each node in this hierarchy is a 
function to be achieved. When developing these problem decompositions, each function can be used as a 
cue to retrieve known solutions that achieve that function, thus expanding the number of alternative 
solutions. Solutions are transferred to the current problem, and aggregated to generate the overall solution.   

A representative decomposition (Figure 3) illustrates one potential functional analysis of the process of 
filtering unwanted particles out of air.  This particular decomposition was derived collectively by the class 
as an instructor-led in-class exercise.  
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Figure 3:  Functional decomposition for air filtration 
 

Three key functions of air filtration are injecting unfiltered air into the filtration system, removing the 
particles from the air, and releasing the air back into the household, forming the first level of the hierarchy 
of the decomposition. To achieve the function of removing the particles, the system can either adhere to 
particles as they pass by, or can prevent particles passing through. The adhere to particles sub-function 
appeals to some notion of how the lung operates, where mucous in the lining of the lungs captures particles 
as they come in contact with it. This technique requires further sub-functions, including maximizing the 
surface contact area, and disposing of captured particles.  The function of matching the underlying 
capturing medium to the particle-type suggests students are considering the problem at finer and finer 
scales, and bringing to bear concepts of bonding at chemical/molecular levels. It is not uncommon for 
scales to change across or even within levels of the decomposition. Note however, for these problem 
decompositions there are no right or wrong decompositions, only more or less useful ones.  

To be more useful, it is important to identify functions, clearly articulating why the system performs 
these functions.  Deep thinking about the behavior requires understanding how the function works, and the 
mechanisms and processes involved. Awareness of common principles helps to abstract to higher-level 
more general functions that may be applied more universally, thus expanding the usefulness. While it is 
necessary to play with the arrangement to make the best links from structures to mechanisms to functions, 
one also must make commitments and move on. 

We show how an analysis of plant growth provided inspiration for improving solar energy conversion 
(Figure 4). Here both the natural solution and the problem have been decomposed into functions until 
finally a level is reached where functions overlap and a crossover can occur. In this example, the interaction 
of surface structural properties and ambient water was the inspiration for a self-cleaning mechanism. This 
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functional decomposition shows how deep our understanding was needed to understand the source of 
inspiration. 

 
 
Figure 4: The functional decomposition of the process of plant growth was constructed in parallel to 

similar analyses of the problem of solar energy conversion. By specifying the structures and 
processes involved in the mechanism of photosynthesis by the plant and the mechanism of photon 

conversion in solar collectors, a common solution -- use of structural properties and ambient water 
to keep surfaces free of debris that could occlude light capture -- led to a bio inspired solution of self 

cleaning photovoltaic surfaces. [Adapted from Vattam et al., 2007] 
 

COMPOUND ANALOGIES IN BID 
 
Our analyses of the design products and processes in BID revealed a complex interplay between solution 
knowledge, analogical references and problem understanding, leading to the incremental, iterative 
development of compound analogical solutions. In short, the process of compound analogy involves the use 
of two or more analogies in the design of a target system [Helms et al., 2008, 2009; Vattam et al., 2010a].  
Beginning with an initial problem description P1, one is reminded of an initial source S1 (Figure 5, 6).  
During the process of transferring information from the source to the target problem, a greater 
understanding of the target problem evolves.  The new understanding P2 may include new sub-problems, 
constraints, or functions to be accomplished, which may in turn remind one of an additional source S2.  This 
additional source then may be applied to the new problem to yield a yet more elaborate problem description 
P3.  This problem description and its resulting solution is said to be a compound analogy as it is a result of 
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the application of more than a single analogical transfer. Figure 5 illustrates how a problem, decomposed 
into its functions, can be mapped onto or matched to a series of analogues. 

 
Figure 5: Analogical generation of a problem description, where analogical reasoning matches 

functions of the problem to those found in the natural systems (Helms et al. 2008) 
 

We draw two main conclusions from our analysis. First, successful BID requires that designers carry 
representations of previous problems that are organized at different levels of abstraction and aggregation.  
This organization facilitates the decomposition of solutions and allows solution analogues to be retrieved 
with cues taken from each level. Second, the mapping between the problem space and a target solution 
allows for identification of potential new solutions, but also permits inferences about problem 
decomposition. The design problem therefore evolves as a result of the interplay between problem 
decomposition and the analogy-making process.  The use of compound analogies illustrates that value of 
incorporating principles that are deeply understood, instead of mimicking a given system. It results in 
creative solutions that incorporate diverse principles that may not be found in a single natural example 
(e.g. ’geckel’ combines adhesion of geckos and mussels: [Lee et al., 2007]). It also facilitates reevaluation 
and reinterpretation of the design problem, and refinement of potential solutions.  

This process explains complications that often arise during reintegration when the solutions from 
disconnected analogies do not integrate cleanly at their boundaries, or have overall constraint mismatches. 
Each new node from the source solution decomposition integrated into the problem space can act as an 
additional cue for retrieving another set of solution analogues. This process can continue iteratively leading 
to the incremental development of the problem space. At every stage of this iterative process, the designer 
can evaluate the partial solutions available and decide to take further actions. The iterative feedback 
between these two processes accounts for the incremental evolution of design problems. 
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If necessary, they use this feedback to refine and redefine their problem. We find that establishing the 
salience of biology to engineering is strengthened by showing similarity of constraints as well as problems. 
Clearly, the analysis of function as both an engineering and a biological pursuit helps define a common 
problem framework. 

 

MULTIFUNCTIONAL DESIGN AND PROBLEM-DRIVEN VS.  
SOLUTION-BASED BID 

 
Multiple problems (Figure 6: P 1-5) often can be addressed by a particular natural solution due to the 
multifunctionality of natural systems.  An example of a problem having more than one primary function is 
how the bullet proof vest provides both impact and puncture resistance. Hence, a single analogous natural 
system, such as an abalone shell, potentially may be applied to more than one problem and represents a 
multi-functional solution. Interestingly, we’ve noticed that multifunctional solutions are more likely to 
arise when students use a solution-driven vs. a problem-driven approach.  

 
 
Figure 6: A single natural solution (on the right) may solve one or more problems; one problem (on 

the left) can in turn be solved by one or more natural solutions 
 

Hence, the BID can be motivated by a technological problem or potentially useful biological properties 
(problem- vs- solution driven approaches; [Helms et al 2008; Figure 7]). Both approaches have resulted in 
the successful application of biological concepts to technological challenges [Yen and Weissburg, 2007]. 
The usual problem-driven design process (Figure 7a) begins with a technological challenge, such as 
designing a lightweight bullet proof vest, which we put before students as an exercise.  We used functional 
indexing and reframed the problem in biological terms by asking: “How do animals withstand high impact 
forces in nature?” Subsequent biological literature searches revealed how different organisms withstood 
impact using structures with unusual construction that dissipate impact forces (ram’s horn, abalone shells, 
and lobster carapace). The search also identified articles explaining these phenomena from a materials 
standpoint, with one potential mechanism consisting of the interleaving of rigid calcium carbonate tiles and 
elastic protein layers [Lin and Meyers, 2005].  The general principle of offset rigid structures with 
flexibility imparted by more elastic layers inspired a design for a ‘sliding plate’ vest.  In contrast, the 
solution-driven process searches for a problem that can be solved by a selected natural system. In this 
example (Figure 7b), a series of articles described how an aquatic microcrustacean was able to approach a 
prey stealthily, using a specific kind of leg motion [van Duren and Videler, 2003] that creates a laminar 
wake with minimal water disturbance [Yen and Strickler, 1996].  Synchrony in the propulsion mechanism 
provided a general mechanism for stealth in water. Reframing the solution in terms relevant to meeting 
human challenges, the problem was defined by asking this question, ‘How can humans move through their 
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environment without disturbing it?’ This led to the implementation of a novel mechanism for an underwater 
spy-bot which could be used to observe without interfering with natural processes. 

   

a.  

b.  
 
Figure 7: a) Problem-driven bio-inspired design process. Reframing the problem in terms of natural 
processes is a key step in bio inspired design.  Principle abstraction allows the natural solutions to 
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find a broader range of application to technological challenges. b) Solution-driven bio-inspired 
design process. Often, the particular way that an organism solves a problem is so unique and 

fascinating that it drives the process to reverse engineer nature, searching for a human challenge 
that could be solved by the natural process. Again principle abstraction is an essential step in 

enabling a successful translation of natural functions to technological mechanisms 
 

Clearly, biological knowledge provided inspiration for novel designs through both the problem-driven 
as well as the solution-driven processes. Still, we see evidence that solution-driven and problem-driven 
approaches are different with respect to the final design outcome. An analysis of 9 BID design projects in 
Fall 2006 showed:  1) solution fixation limited the solution- driven design process; 2) multifunctionality 
dominated the solution-driven process; and 3)  solution-driven approaches had a strong structural focus 
possibly the result of limited incubation time or limited understanding of the mechanisms responsible for 
the function. 

These results make plain the different advantages of each approach, and possibly reveal something 
about the underlying design process. Whereas solution-centered approaches produce fixation probably 
because of the strong initial focus on a particular organism, the problem-driven approach tends to restrict 
the ability of the designer to reach outside of their initial framework and engage multi-functionality. Thus, 
we believe it is critically important to encourage students to iterate the process and switch between problem 
and solution focused approaches. Just as the iteration between technological problem and biological 
analogies may drive innovative compound solutions, it also may drive expansion and redefinition of the 
problem to incorporate multifunctionality, and in complimentary fashion,  reduce the tendency towards 
design fixation.  

 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

 
Biologically inspired design captures the imagination of people from many fields. Learning how this 
process works and using this approach trains us to think “outside the box” and find links between different 
disciplines.  Perhaps for this reason, as well as the success of BID in developing new products or processes 
[Bonser & Vincent 2007; Vincent et al. 2006], there has been increasing interest in teaching BID.  

A central issue is that we currently lack strong cognitive science accounts of the thinking processes that 
underlie BID, and the necessary elements for successful teaching are not currently clear. Still, there is some 
consensus that BID requires the ability to describe function of human and biological systems, and the 
effective use of analogy. Vincent and colleagues (Vincent et al. 2006) have pioneered the use of TRIZ as a 
system to accomplish these goals. TRIZ is a method to describe principles that underlie function and define 
analogies between systems on the basis of shared properties. It can be very useful in identifying potential 
biological principles for a given problem, but it is not a cognitive science account of the underlying thinking 
process.  

One limiting factor in BID is domain-specific terminology that diminishes the ability of biologists and 
engineers to indentify equivalent systems or principles across their respective fields [e.g. Chiu and Shu, 
2005]..  Computational tools are being developed that help non- biologists to retrieve information from the 
biological literature [Bruck et al. 2007; Chakrabarti et al., 2005; Sarkar & Chakrabarti, 2008; Chiu & Shu 
2005, 2007; Vattam et al. 2010b]. These often take the form of libraries or repositories that allow students to 
find relevant examples, or systems for natural-language searching of the literature that help reduce the 
burden of field-specific terminology.  

Another limitation is that true transference of biological principles requires the fabrication of a device or 
the development of a process based on the biological principle. Our 15-week course stops short of this goal 
as a result of our decision to focus student’s attention on using BID during the initial concept generation, 
and surveying different areas of BID. Students clearly do not have the benefit of translating their principles 
into a realized device where they may understand more fully the relevant principles, and gain valuable 
experience in understanding the steps required to engineer complex systems [Bruck et al. 2007].  Covering 
a more limited topical area (e.g. robotics, materials), and providing students knowledge required to 
fabricate their devices can result in students developing many of the same skills as we sought to encourage 
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in our own course [Bruck et al. 2007]. Whether to pursue a more limited subject area and proceed all the 
way to fabrication (i.e. a vertical approach) vs. a more comparative course stressing the role of BID in 
ideation (i.e. our horizontal approach) may depend on the student population, and the extent to which 
grounding in particular technical approaches is desired. Technical expertise is more likely to result from a 
more focused, vertical organization around a given subject area.  

In terms of design theory, there is a need for a theoretical approach for what content from the biological 
world is applicable for design. A formal design process and theory that leverage cognitive science, learning 
theory, engineering education, and design theory can improve how we teach and how well we can learn to 
use this process. Metrics for evaluating the output, in terms of creativity, communication, cross domain 
transfer and design skills are needed. BID can be used to bring science out of academia and increase the 
respect people have for nature as a mentor and source of knowledge for practical devices, materials and 
processes.   
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